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A major goal in structural biology and biophysics is to
rationally design biomolecules that have specific character-
istics at the atomic level. There have been significant
advances in the design of proteins that fold into predeter-
mined three-dimensional conformations.[1] However, biomo-
lecular structures also undergo dynamic excursions about
their native conformation and transiently access conforma-
tional substates that play critical roles in folding, catalysis,
recognition, and signal transduction.[1–5] The rational design of
such dynamics is a formidable challenge given the broad
energy landscape that has to be considered and the complex
spatiotemporal dependence of dynamics on sequence and
structure, particularly for highly flexible molecules such as
RNA.[6, 7]
We recently showed, using NMR spectroscopy,[8,9] that the
transactivation response element (TAR) RNA from HIV-I[10]
codes for a broad dynamic structure ensemble and that
various ligands bind distinct conformers within the ensemble
by conformational selection. In unbound TAR, the two
helices are on average highly bent relative to one another
(ca. 288) and undergo large-amplitude rigid-body global
motions about a flexible pivot point consisting of spacer
bulge residues C24 and U25 and the junctional A22-U40 base
pair, which does not form the expected Watson–Crick hydro-
gen bond alignment (Figure 1a).[8,9, 11] Binding of the ligand
argininamide (ARG), which is widely used as a mimic of the
TAR cognate viral protein, the transactivator Tat, results in
coaxial stacking of helices, a stable A22-U40 canonical base
pair, a U23·A27-U38 base triple, and an increase in the local
flexibility of bulge residues C24 and U25, which adopt a
looped-out conformation (Figure 1 a).[8–10, 12]
We redesigned the TAR sequence to bias its dynamic
structure ensemble towards the ARG-bound state without
losing its ability to bind ARG. Our approach was to introduce
mutations that do not disrupt ARG binding but that promote
interactions uniquely observed in the TAR-ARG state. We
replaced the flexible A22-U40 base pair, which is a confluence
point for local and global dynamics and is not involved in any
sequence-specific contacts with ARG, with a stronger hydro-
gen-bond-forming G-C base pair (Figure 1a). The goal of this
modification was to promote a canonical G-C base-pair and
co-axial helical stacking due to improved G26-C39/G22-C40
stacking of about 1.2 kcalmol1.[13]
Figure 1. Biasing the TAR dynamic structure ensemble toward an ARG-
bound state. a) Design of the TARGC sequence based on the structural
dynamics of the TAR and TAR-ARG complexes. ‘X-Y’ base pairs denote
alternating A-U/U-A or G-C/C-G base pairs used in the elongation.[8, 9]
Residues undergoing the largest chemical shift perturbations due to
the G-C mutation are highlighted in orange on the TARGC secondary
structure. b) Representative 2D CH HSQC spectra of TAR (black),
TARGC (orange), and TAR-ARG (purple). Inset: 2D C,H HSQC C5-H5
spectra. c,d) Correlation plots. Red: residues in helix I, green: helix II,
orange: in the bulge. R = correlation coefficients. & C2-H2, ! C8-H8,
~ C6-H6, * C5-H5, ^ C1’-H1’, 3 N1/3-H1/3. c) Correlation plots
between RDCs measured in non-elongated TAR, TARGC, and TAR-ARG
complexes. d) Correlation plots between normalized resonance inten-
sities measured in EI-TAR, EI-TARGC, and EI-TAR-ARG.
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We used NMR spectroscopy to site-specifically character-
ize the structural dynamics and ligand-binding properties of
the TAR mutant (TARGC) in which A22-U40 is replaced with
G22-C40 (Figure 1a). The spectrum of the imino region of
TARGC immediately revealed a signal that could unambigu-
ously be assigned to G22 (Supporting Information, Fig-
ure S1), confirming that unlike A22-U40 in unbound TAR,
G22-C40 forms the expected Watson–Crick hydrogen bond
alignment in TARGC. The A-U to G-C mutation also resulted
in large changes in 2D C,H HSQC spectra of TAR, indicating
that the mutation affects structural dynamics across a variety
of sites (Figure 1b; Supporting Information, S1). Interest-
ingly, the largest differences were observed for many residues
that experience large chemical shift perturbations on binding
to ARG, including the three bulge residues and the G26-C39
base pair above the bulge. A closer analysis revealed that
many of the perturbations induced by the G-C mutation were
along directions similar to those observed with ARG binding.
For example, the downfield U23 carbon chemical shift
perturbations are consistent with unstacking and coaxial
stacking of helices.[14]
To further investigate the structural dynamics of TARGC,
we measured residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)[15, 16] between
directly bonded CH and NH bonds and compared values
with those previously reported for TAR[17] and TAR-ARG[12]
(Figure 1c; Supporting Information, Table S1). RDCs probe
the orientation dynamics of bond vector relative to a
molecule-fixed order tensor frame and are sensitive to
internal motions occurring over a broad range of timescales
(up to milliseconds). The RDCs measured at various sites in
TARGC differed significantly from those measured in TAR
but were in strikingly good agreement with those measured in
TAR-ARG (Figure 1c). Thus, the G-C mutation significantly
alters the TAR structural dynamics and specifically biases it,
on a site-by-site basis, towards the ARG-bound state.
To quantitatively characterize the structural dynamics of
TARGC, we used domain elongation[8, 9] (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S2) to broaden the timescale sensitivity of spin
relaxation measurements and to reduce couplings between
internal motions from overall reorientation, which is key for
quantitatively interpreting RDCs. Ignoring chemical
exchange, the resonance intensities measured in 2D C,H
HSQC spectra of elongated RNAs report the net dynamics of
a given site relative to the applied magnetic field occurring at
picosecond–nanosecond timescales. In unbound domain I
elongated TAR (EI-TAR), elevated intensities were observed
for domain II owing to collective interhelical motions, and
A22, U40, C24, and U25 owing to elevated local mobility
(Supporting Information, Figure S3).[9] Binding of ARG
arrests interhelical motions and local fluctuations involving
A22 and U40, but leads to a dramatic increase in the dynamics
of C24 and U25, which adopt a looped-out conformation.[9]
Although the EI-TARGC resonance intensities differ signifi-
cantly from those of EI-TAR (R = 0.73), they were in very
good agreement with those of EI-TAR-ARG (R = 0.94)
(Figure 1d; Supporting Information, S3); the only exception
was U23, which is more flexible in TARGC. Thus, whilst U23
adopts a looped-out conformation in TARGC, it does not form
the U23·A27-U38 base triple observed in TAR-ARG. There-
fore, the G-C mutation biases the local and global pico-
second–nanosecond dynamical properties of TAR towards
the ARG-bound state.
To characterize the TARGC dynamic structure ensemble
over longer timescales, we measured RDCs in EI-TARGC and
subjected values measured in each helical domain to a model-
free order tensor analysis (Supporting Information, Table S2),
as described previously for EI-TAR and EI-TAR-ARG.[8] In
this analysis, RDCs and an idealized A-form helix geometry
are used to determine five order tensor elements that describe
ordering of each helix relative to the internal elongated helix
axis. An excellent RDC fit to the idealized A-form geometry
was obtained for each helix (Supporting Information,
Table S2), confirming that they adopt a standard canonical
geometry as reported previously for TAR.[8] The analysis
yielded a TARGC global interhelical conformation in which
the helices undergo very limited interhelical motions (fint =
fshort/felongated 1.02 0.1 and ranges between 0 and 1 for
maximum and minimum motions) about a nearly coaxially
stacked (bend angle ca. 12 78) conformation (Figure 2). This
conformation differs considerably from the previously
reported[8] highly bent (ca. 28 38) and flexible (qint 0.45
0.1) EI-TAR conformation, but it is in very good agreement
with the coaxial (ca. 8 48) and globally rigid (qint 1.09
0.1) TAR-ARG complex (Figure 2). The EI-TARGC bulge
RDCs are near zero, which is consistent with a looped-out
highly flexible conformation (Supporting Information,
Table S1).
Our results suggest that despite having reduced and
distinct structural dynamics, TARGC can dynamically sample
the TAR ARG-bound state (Figure 2). We therefore exam-
ined whether TARGC can bind ARG. Strikingly, the NMR
spectra (Figure 3 a; Supporting Information, S4) and also
RDCs (Figure 3b) measured in TARGC bound to ARG were
in excellent agreement with counterparts measured in the
TAR-ARG complex. Thus, despite large differences in their
unbound structural dynamics, TAR and TARGC converge to a
common ARG-bound conformation. The RDCs reveal that
ARG binding only induces minor conformational changes in
TARGC, which are centered on residue U23, and which most
Figure 2. Interhelical structural dynamics of EI-TAR, EI-TARG22C40,
and EI-TAR-ARG from order tensor analysis of RDCs measured in
helix I elongated constructs. There are no constraints on rotations
around the elongated axis.
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likely involve formation of the U23·A27-U38 base triple
(Figure 3c). ARG binds TARGC with slightly higher (three-
fold) affinity as compared to TAR, which is consistent with it
having a lower free-energy cost associated with the RNA
conformational change in the pre-organized TARGC. Addi-
tional kinetic experiments will be required to determine how
the mutation impacts the rates of complex formation and
dissociation.[18] As an inverse experiment, we compared the
binding of the aminoglycoside neomycin B (NEOB), which
binds a more bent (ca. 308) TAR conformation[19, 20] that is
likely less accessible to TARGC. Unlike ARG, NEOB induces
entirely different chemical shift perturbations in TAR and
TARGC (Figure 3e). This result is consistent with the expect-
ation that NEOB is less effective at binding/stabilizing the
bent conformation observed with TAR when interacting with
TARGC and that instead it binds an alternate structure,
possibly using a different NEOB conformation.[21]
In summary, the dynamics of unbound RNA can be used
to tune ligand binding affinities without altering the ligand-
bound RNA conformation. Our results also suggest that the
sequence of Watson–Crick base pairs flanking interhelical
junctions are important determinants of local and global
RNA dynamics and that these effects can be predicted in part
based on simple thermodynamic considerations. This,
together with sequence-independent topological constraints
imposed by length and asymmetry of junctions,[19,22] provide a
framework for rationally designing RNA structures with
specific dynamic and functional properties.
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Figure 3. TAR and TARGC converge to a common ARG-bound confor-
mation. a) Representative 2D C,H HSQC spectra of TAR-ARG (green)
and TARGC-ARG (purple). Inset: 2D HSQC C5-H5 spectra. b) Correla-
tion plots between RDCs measured in TARGC, TARGC-ARG, and TAR-
ARG. For symbol and color key, see Figure 1c. c) Representative ARG
titration curves for TAR (purple) and TARGC (green) as a function of
total ARG concentration. Individual Kd values: top: G22 (TAR
GC)
96.616.1 mm, A22 (TAR) 14113.2 mm ; middle: U23 (TARGC)
31.33.24 mm, U23 (TAR) 11616.1 mm ; bottom: G28 (TARGC)
31165.1 mm, G28 (TAR) 41410.3 mm. Global Kd values: TARGC
47.79.3 mm, TAR 1409.0 mm. d) TAR and TARGC adopt distinct
unbound dynamic structure ensembles that converge to a common
ARG-bound state. e) Representative 2D C,H HSQC spectra of TAR-
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